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Our Vision
A world where all at life’s thresholds may be honored
with
compassion shared through song.
Our Mission
Singing for those at the thresholds of life.

When the Singer Becomes the Traveler
“My purpose in this life is to use my voice to uplift
and assist all who are drawn to this work.” - Lauren
Lane Powell, Bloomington T hreshold Choir, Indiana
Lauren Lane Powell, beloved T hreshold Choir
singer/song writer, left this earth on January 25,
2019. Lauren was one of those special beings whose
radiance brightened every corner of the room. Her
lullaby songs are some of the most widely sung in
our repertoire. In her workshops, we used her
simple approach to create our own songs, and
laughed ourselves silly as we learned her “unusual”
vocal skill techniques. Our hearts sang with joy to be
in her presence, yet felt the pain of knowing she only
had limited time to play with us.
In April of 2012 Lauren was diagnosed with ovarian cancer. In her personal bio on the
T hreshold Choir website, she wrote, “After the initial “freak out” I became still. In the
quiet, I got the message "Do it differently. Have fun with it. Use your music. Change the
way it looks and feels." Lauren did just that. We were the recipients of her playful spirit
and thoughtful teachings. We saw her zest for living and felt like we too could forebear
life’s difficulties as they come.
When Lauren’s time grew short, singers from throughout the organization shared their
special stories about her, which gave way to something even more tender. Chapters began
singing and recording Lauren’s songs to send to her. Our voices carried our hearts’ wishes
for her comfort, peace and to be surrounded with love in the last days. We T hreshold
Choir singers simply did what we do at the bedside, we sang sweet lullabies to one of our

own.
Lauren’s sister Kristin posted on Lauren’s Facebook page the day of her passing a message
from Lauren: “T o all the people who love me, I am home now...I am free.”
Lauren, we wish you grace, peace and love in this moment - and mostly, we wish you
freedom. (Partial lyrics from Lauren’s song “I Wish you Grace”)
~ Lana Noel

Farewell and Thank You
Dear T CI community,
It has been an honor and a deeply moving experience to serve you as the Chair of the T C
Board of directors for the last 3 years. T his has been a transformative time for our
organization as we all have done our best to grow with integrity and understanding of the
changes in both the inner and outer landscapes of our world.
I have tried to bring my best self forward, in an organization of best selves. T hank you for
this opportunity to steward and hold our beloved Choir, to explore new standards of
service, to shine here and there, and to have a small part in bringing to the world our
sacred work together. I have been blessed to stand on the capable shoulders of those who
have come before and intend to hold a light on the path of our new and most
extraordinary Chair, Lana Noel.
~ Katharine Rose Kirner, San Francisco T hreshold Choir, Board Chair Emeritus

Our Rare Offering
Lana Noel, Chair, Board of Directors, Threshold Choir
T hreshold Choir does more than bring sweet music to hospice bedsides, it delivers grace
and comfort to those at their most tender human moments. It is for this reason that I have
a deep affinity for this organization. We singers become instruments of loving compassion
as we’re invited into a patient’s room and welcomed by the family to accompany their
grieving. Our gentle voices and calm spirits fine tune the reality occurring in the hospice
room. Living, dying, loss and love surround us as we quietly rock the cradle of life. A
husband finally sheds his first tears, a mother sees the beauty in her dying daughter, a
young mother herself. Large families join in singing, recalling the ancient practice of
making sound together, unified in their collective experience. Often there is a shifting that
takes place in the room, nothing the singers could have created by themselves. T hey’ve
simply provided the vehicle for transport, and humbly take their leave.
In my new role of Chair of the Board of Directors, I reflect on what is unique about
T hreshold Choir. Our repertoire is specially crafted by our singing community, singer
songwriters who instinctively write lyrics to serve our clients and music that will
beautifully carry the message home. Our organization has grown to include those on
distant shores, reaching far beyond the bounds of American culture. We in turn learn
from other cultures who share our vision of bringing compassionate song to those at the
thresholds of their lives. Our singers strive to be their best selves, whether gathering with
each other or while sharing their beautifully blended sound with clients. It is this best self
that is able to meet others where they are, to listen and respond with care, to choose a
song that best fits the moment. T he singer is then able to set self aside and allow the music
to flow through and nourish the recipient. T his is the rare offering that T hreshold Choir
singers bring – they become conduits of music’s transformative gifts.

A Message from Our Executive Director
2018 was such a watershed year for the T hreshold Choir. Our one choir, many voices now
has more than 2000 voices around the world. With twenty-seven new chapters launched
last year, we brought the total to 213 chapters. We also currently have more than 2450
members. A very exciting time for our organization.
With unprecedented growth came the need to change many of our existing systems.
Moving our internal organizational systems from volunteer-led to contractor-led costs
money and time. So does legal compliance on some new fronts. While all are investments
in sustaining our mission of “singing for those at the thresholds of life,” it is a constant
challenge for our dedicated board of directors to chart the ever-changing course of our
development. T his board (Lana Noel, Katharine Kirner, Nancy Roberts-Brown, Cherry
T inker and Linda Jones) brings such an astounding commitment and level of expertise,
ensuring that we are most definitely being well-guided. I am deeply appreciative of their
service, always above and beyond what is requested.
As with most endeavors of value, it truly does take a village. In addition to our incredible
board, we have the commitment of many volunteers going beyond their generous,
gracious spirit at the bedside. T hey donate hundreds of hours on projects such as
curriculum creation, chapter coaching, website content, newsletter creation and
communit outreach.
I encourage everyone to get more involved, to share your skills and resources in support
of our mission. We are so grateful for everything we have been given and the challenges
just make us more committed to grow our one choir, many voices in a sustainable way.
Our future looks healthy and rests on a strong foundation.
~ Heidi Dressler, Executive Director

Legacy Circle
We are deeply grateful for those who have chosen to include the T hreshold Choir as part
of their end of life giving plans.
Leeann Enright
Annie Garretson
Glenda Guinn-Gilles

Karen Kinne-Herman
Katharine Rose Kirner
Venus Maher
Barbara Monsler
Claire Paul
Nancy Roberts-Brown
If you'd like additional information on joining the Legacy Circle, please contact our
Development Committee chair, Cherry T inker - Cherry@thresholdchoir.org

The Financial Picture

Full financial statem ents av ailable upon request at Help@thresholdchoir.org.

Threshold Choir Chapters

Board of Directors
Chair - Lana Noel, Philadelphia Threshold Singers
Vice Chair - Nancy Roberts-Brown, Seattle Threshold Singers
Treasurer - Linda Jones, Grand Rapids Threshold Choir
Secretary - Cherry Tinker, Evergreen Threshold Singers
Member-at-Large - Katharine Rose Kirner, San Francisco Threshold
Choir
Heidi Dressler, Executive Director
Jill Schnipke, Member Services Manager

Important Links
Website: thresholdchoir.org
Click here for member login. Follow directions
on the web page if you've forgotten your password.

DONATE

You must be logged in for the following:
Member homepage
Official T hreshold Choir Repertoire
Newsletter archive
Members Songbook
Got Questions? Need help?
VoiceMail: 707.596.8531
Email: help@thresholdchoir.org
Website contact page

We're on Facebook!

